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Climate Change and National Security: The Potential Application of Integrated 
Assessment Models 
 

1. Introduction 

In the 2023 National Defence Strategic Review the Australian government confirmed 

“Climate change is now a national security issue” that “has the potential to significantly 

increase risk in our region.” It further states climate change could lead to mass migration, 

increased demands for peacekeeping and peace enforcement, and intrastate and 

interstate conflict.” (Commonwealth of Australia 2023). 

The implications of climate change for Australian national security were also addressed in 

the 2018 report from the Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade References Committee of 

the Australian Senate (Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade References Committee 2018). 

In summarising submissions to the inquiry, the committee noted evidence that climate 

change will directly impact the environment across different timescales. Amongst other 

recommendations, the Committee proposed the National Security Agency increase its 

knowledge of climate security and its capability of responding to climate risks, provide 

additional funding for international climate adaptation and disaster risk mitigation 

measures to support regional stability and adaptation, and build capacity by committing 

the Commonwealth Government to providing ongoing funding for climate science and 

research organisations. 

A key issue in planning how to respond to climate change for national security is 

uncertainty. The most recent summary of the state of the global climate released by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states it is unequivocal humans have 

warmed the atmosphere, ocean, and land, leading to widespread and rapid changes in 

the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and biosphere. Yet it also shows there remains a 

large range of uncertainty around possible climate futures depending on the effect of 

future emissions on additional warming. There is also uncertainty about low-likelihood, 

high-impact tipping points in which the climate system or a climate sub-system crosses a 

critical threshold, leading to potentially abrupt and irreversible changes in natural systems 

(Lee et al. 2023).  
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One strategy developed to assess potential future climate change impacts, and the effect 

policies have on future climate trajectories is Integrated Assessment Modelling. Integrated 

Assessment Models (IAMs) are quantitative models designed to study future change and 

the effect of policies on climate pathways. Broadly speaking, IAMs are used to 

understand the impact of climate change on different factors of interest, the economic 

impact of climate mitigation policies, or a combination of both, although there are 

substantial uncertainties in cost estimates depending on assumptions made about the 

future costs of technologies and how policies are designed and implemented (Weyant 

2017).1 

In this paper we address the potential application of IAMs to the practice of strategic 

foresight in defence planning. We propose that IAMs are a potentially useful tool for 

assessing the implications of potential future states of the world related to climate change 

for long-run defence planning. We focus particularly on IAMs as a tool for exploring the 

implications of climate change for the low carbon energy transition, and argue they enable 

analysts to test the implications of different assumptions about technology availability 

costs on the composition of energy supply and demand in important states in the Asia-

Pacific region. IAMs also provide a way of considering the strategic implications of what 

will be a decades-long transition to zero carbon economies. 

In the next section we discuss climate change as a national security challenge, before 

outlining the function, characteristics and applications of IAMs in section three. In section 

four we then introduce possible applications of IAMs in strategic foresight for the 

purposes of defence planning. We conclude by offering a number of policy 

recommendations. 

2. National Security Implications of Climate Change 

Climate-related financial risks can be categorised into direct physical risks, defined by the 

IPCC as the “adverse physical impact of hazards related to climate change”, and 

transition risks, defined as “negative…adjustments in assets’ values resulting directly or 

indirectly from the low-carbon transition” (Shukla et al. 2023). This categorisation of 

 

1 There are limitations of IAMs identified that potentially weaken their utility in modelling 
potential climate futures. For a trenchant critique see Pindyck (2017).  
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physical and transition risk is also useful in examining national security challenges which 

emerge as a result of a changing climate. Changes in national security risks can be 

separated into those directly caused by physical changes in the climate, and changes 

induced by policies implemented as part of a response to climate change which have an 

effect on energy-related national security risks faced by states. 

In terms of physical risk, the most recent assessment of the state of the climate from the 

IPCC records evidence shows the “projected adverse impact and related losses and 

damages from climate change escalate with every increment of global warming” with very 

high confidence. Physical effects from climate change are myriad, including the “likelihood 

of abrupt an irreversible changes and their impacts increase with higher global warming 

levels”. As the world continues to warm, adaptation actions are likely to become more 

constrained and less effective, loss and damage will increase, and some human and 

natural systems will no longer be able to effectively adapt (Lee et al. 2023). A particularly 

challenging physical risk is sea level rise, which will continue for millennia, with extreme 

sea level events becoming 20 to 30 times more frequent by 2050, and one billion people 

exposed to this risk (Lee et al. 2023, 45). Consistent with these physical risks, the 2023 

Australian Defence Strategic Review highlights the implications for the strategic 

environment in which Australia is located, stating that: 

“Climate change will increase the challenges for Australia and Defence, 

including increased humanitarian assistance and disaster relief tasks at home 

and abroad. If climate change accelerates over the coming decades it has the 

potential to significantly increase risk in our region. It could lead to mass 

migration, increased demands for peacekeeping and peace enforcement, and 

intrastate and interstate conflict.” (Commonwealth of Australia 2023) 

Sea level rise and extreme weather events also have implications for existing energy 

related infrastructure. In an assessment of the implications of sea level rise and extreme 

events for Europe's coastal energy infrastructure, for example, Brown, Hanson, and 

Nicholls (2014) find there are 158 major oil/gas/LNG/tanker terminals in Europe's coastal 

zones, as well as 71 operating nuclear reactors, concluding that adapting coastal energy 

infrastructure to rising sea levels will be a crucial issue for governments and industry in 

the coming decades. 
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The effects of climate change extend beyond physical risk to include a complex set of 

interactions between transition policies being put in place by governments in response to 

climate change, and the energy-related national security risks faced by states. Energy 

security has been a core concern of states since industrialisation. In the Indo Pacific 

region energy security risks have historically been dominated by the dependence of many 

states on imports of fossil fuels, for example, including Australia’s major trading partners.  

The low carbon energy transition will have an increasingly large impact on the structure 

and volume of trade in energy-related commodities. Policies supporting energy transition 

such as the electrification of transport and industrial and other processes that currently 

use liquid and gaseous fuels, for example, coupled with the decarbonisation of electricity 

systems through the deployment of renewable energy, should “make energy supply, 

energy mix, and energy trade less dependent upon assumptions of fossil resource 

availability” (Cherp et al. 2016).  The potential of hydrogen as an energy carrier will also 

have important geopolitical consequences as new patterns of trade and investment 

emerge (International Renewable Energy Agency 2022).  

Geopolitical leverage conferred on exporters of energy commodities will also change as a 

result of the energy transition (Downie 2022). A core concern historically for governments 

has been potential vulnerability to politically-induced shocks in oil production, as occurred 

in the 1970s (Hughes and Long 2015). Reflecting this, Bordoff and O’Sullivan Meghan 

(2022, 69) argue that “the transition will reconfigure many elements of international 

politics that have shaped the global system since at least World War II”. Under the 

International Energy Agency's Net Zero emissions scenario for the energy sector fossil 

fuel use falls as a share of total energy supply from 80% in 2020 to just over 20% in 2050. 

Oil demand falls from 90 million barrels a day in 2020, to 72 million barrels a day in 2030, 

and 24 million barrels a day in 2050 (International Energy Agency 2021, 57), with 

enormous implications for major trading partners of Australia such as China and Japan. 

A core challenge in analysing these changes is uncertainty. In addition to uncertainties 

around the nature and extent of physical climate risks, there are also large uncertainties 

about the mix of technologies different countries will decarbonise their economies. There 

is also uncertainty about the pace of transition. While many governments have committed 

to Net Zero targets, for example, the policies being used in the near to medium term to 
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support transition continue to be developed. There is also the risk of an implementation 

gap emerging, in which governments make long-term commitments but do not put in 

place the policy is required to meet those commitments. The longer that governments 

delay the low carbon energy transition, the longer risks associated with traditional fossil 

fuels will continue to be an important part of their energy security concern. 

A potential solution to understanding this uncertainty for national security and defence 

planning is the use of IAMs. IAMs incorporate both economic and natural processes 

contributing to greenhouse gas emissions, and allow for the characterization and analysis 

of future uncertainty (Morgan and Dowlatabadi 1996). In the next section we discussed 

the function characteristics and applications of  IAMs. We then move on to discuss 

possible applications of IAMs for national security planning. 

3. The Function, Characteristics and Applications of IAMs 

There are numerous quantitative models that have been developed to study the links 

between emissions from a range of sectors of the economy, the concentration of 

Greenhouse Gases (GHGs), the impact of these emissions on temperature/climate 

change, and the effect of technological change and/or the impact of various types of 

public policies. If a model has most of these elements, then they are conducting 

“integrated assessment of climate change” and are typically referred to as IAMs. There 

are over 20 global scale models that can be classified as either detailed process (DP) 

IAMs and benefit–cost (BC) IAMs (Weyant 2017).   

The pioneering work and initial development of an IAM, led by William Nordhaus, led to 

the award of the 2018 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences and is the classic 

example of a benefit–cost (BC) IAM. The DICE (Dynamic Integrated Climate and 

Economy) model developed by Nordhaus is a relatively simple model that was developed 

to compare the optimal climate mitigation policy trajectory using an assessment of 

abatement costs and climate change damages (Nordhaus 1994). A key question was 

whether emissions reductions should occur in the near future based on the present value 

of future damages from climate change. Other examples of BC IAMs are the Framework 

for Uncertainty, Negotiation, and Distribution (FUND) and Policy Analysis of the 

Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) models (Narita, Tol, and Anthoff 2010).  
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Detailed process IAMs tend to disaggregate key factors and assess key issues using 

detailed regional and sectoral representations. This tends to be motivated by informing 

conversations on the optimal emissions pathway and associated policies to achieve them. 

Topics include the assessment of the impacts of delayed policy action (Riahi et al. 2015) 

and how technological change will impact sectoral emissions (Eom et al. 2015). Other DP 

IAMs utilise projections of the physical impacts of climate change, such as changes in 

crop growth, and temperature-related mortality (Weyant 2017).   

DP IAMs have also been used to set renewable energy and/or emission targets. The 

European Commission has a suite of models that inform policy development with analysis 

of environmental, economic and social impacts, including cost-effectiveness analysis. 

These include the POLES-JRC, PRIMES and PRIMES-TREMOVE models, which are a 

global energy model, a EU energy system model, and a transport model, respectively 

(European Commission 2023). The results from these models have informed the 2020 

and 2030 emissions targets. The Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) and Office 

of Policy – National Energy Modelling System (OP-NEMS) were used to assess the 

possible pathways to Net Zero emissions in the US by 2050. A key contribution of GCAM 

was to illustrate how the pathways may differ based on assumptions that include lower 

industrial emissions, lower CO2 removal technologies and land use change, and lower 

non-CO2 reductions (United States Department of State and United States Executive 

Office of the President 2021).  
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Figure 1 - Emissions Reductions Pathways to Achieve 2050 Net-Zero Emissions in 
the United States, source: (United States Department of State and United States 
Executive Office of the President 2021)  

IAMs have had an important role as part of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change reports, which is reflected in IAMs being the subject of a whole chapter in each 

report (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2007, 2014, 2022). These chapters 

contain a model comparison where numerous scenarios are compared to summarise the 

literature on how IAMs have modelled climate policy and technology assumption 

sensitivity analyses (Weyant 2017). However, it has been the case that researchers and 

the IPCC have been criticised for not highlighting the complexities and uncertainties 

associated with the underlying model formulations, key model inputs and parameters, 

such as the impact of assumptions on economic growth and technological change 

(Fisher-Vanden and Weyant 2020). This led to a literature that focuses on model 

diagnostics, which can be based on hindcasting or model comparison exercises 

(Schwanitz 2013).    

Often, IAMs are calibrated to aggregated national or regional data, such as the 

International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook (WEO). Some modelling initiatives 

have focused on improving the representation of key segments of a sector using facility 

level data. Examples include a focus on the number of coal electricity generation facilities 

that are in planning, permitting, or construction and the possible need for early retirement 
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of these facilities to achieve climate policy targets (Cui et al. 2019; Cui, Hultman, Cui, 

McJeon, Yu, Edwards, Sen, Song, Bowman, and Clarke 2021; Edwards et al. 2022).   

A key advantage in using IAMs is they can place bounds on the range of estimated costs, 

even where substantial uncertainties remain (Weyant 2017). IAMs also have a useful role 

through “what if” assessments of potential future economic and climatic environments, 

while taking into account this uncertainty. While transitioning away from coal is a common 

finding of the modelling of emission reduction policies (Cui et al. 2019; Cui, Hultman, Cui, 

McJeon, Yu, Edwards, Sen, Song, Bowman, and Clarke 2021; Edwards et al. 2022), the 

mix of fuels that a country transitions towards is uncertain and modelling is needed to 

understand the potential shares of gas, biomass, solar, wind and nuclear. Future fuel 

mixes will be determined by technological costs, available resources, and trade. 

Modelling the dynamics of these factors is also a key strength of IAMs. 

The Global Change Analysis Model (GCAM) which we focus on in this paper, is an IAM 

developed at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in the United States that 

incorporates the interaction of five systems: the economy, the energy system, the climate 

system, water, and agriculture and land use. As such, it allows for analysis of physical 

and socio- economic systems to address interactions between these in a single 

computational platform that is not highly demanding of computational power. Key outputs 

from scenario analyses using GCAM are:  

• Energy: energy demand and flows, technology deployment, energy prices.  

• Agriculture and Land Use: prices and supply of all agricultural and forest products, 
land use and land use change.  

• Water: demand and supply for agricultural, energy, and household water use  

• Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions: 24 GHG and short-lived species: CO2, CH4, 
N2O, halocarbons, carbonaceous aerosols, reactive gases, and sulphur dioxide.  

In climate research, GCAM has been used to address a wide variety of research 

questions about human-climate interactions from the global to the national in scope, 

including issues such as the future impact of climate on global agricultural yields, water 

demands associated with long-term electricity plans under different developmental 
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pathways in India, and the implication of uncertainty about the renewable energy resource 

base for projections of the global role of wind and solar power projections globally.  

The key characteristics of GCAM are as follows:  

• Transparency and Open Access: A key issue with IAMs as analytic tools is the 
importance of assumptions in determining model outcomes. GCAM is fully 
documented and available online, supporting transparency and open access.  

• Wide Coverage of Fuels and Sectors: As noted above, GCAM models demand and 
supply of coal, gas, bioenergy, nuclear, solar, wind and hydroelectricity.  

• Traded fuels: Fossil-fuels (i.e. coal, gas, and oil) are traded across regions in the 
model, allowing modelling of import demands of fuels under different scenarios.  

• Policy-based Scenarios: GCAM allows the modelling of different "what if" policy 
scenarios, such as emission reduction targets, technological subsidies or 
restrictions.  

• Uncertainty Analysis: The model runs using a dynamic recursive process, which 
approximates a decision maker that is unable to foresee future changes. This 
contrasts with another class of IAMs called intertemporal optimization models, 
which assume agents in the model have full information about the future when they 
make decisions.  

GCAM offers a potentially useful tool for long-term defence-related scenario analysis as it 

enables the flexible assessment of future scenarios concerning key areas of interest to 

Australia’s interests related to energy, land, water, climate, and socio-economic factors in 

the Indo-Pacific region, including the potential role of feedback loops and compounding 

effects.  

The open-source nature of the GCAM IAM also allows for the development of additional 

modules to increase resolution of assessments In the Asia-Pacific region. At present, 

geographic and sectoral coverage of the model in the Asia-Pacific is as follows:  

• Australia/NZ  

• China  

• India  

• Indonesia  

• Japan  
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• South Korea  

• Taiwan, and  

• Rest of Southeast Asia and Pacific.  

4. Possible Use of IAMs in Long-run Strategic Planning 

Uncertainty and complexity are hallmarks of strategic planning. A key tool developed to 

assist in defence planning is the use of strategic foresight tools. In a report on the design 

and implementation of scenario analysis in defence planning by the Australian Defence 

Science and Technology Organisation of the Department of Defence, Nguyen and Dunn 

(2009) describe procedures for identifying a problem for analysis and synthesising a 

range of possible scenarios for analysis. Leigh (2003) notes that strategic foresight 

processes would lead to a more “focused, innovative and creative government” in 

Australia. Elsewhere, Durst et al. (2015) document the foresight processes used by the 

German Federal Armed Forces, which included environmental planning, impact 

uncertainty analysis, and explorative scenario construction. Davis (2016) recommends 

strategic planning in the United States should prioritise capabilities attuned to a proper 

treatment of uncertainty, and make clear key assumptions for use in analyses. Dreyer and 

Stang (2013) review practices used by governments in foresight activities, recommending 

proper identification of target audiences, maintaining close ties with senior decision 

makers, establishing programmes rather than single projects, and using scenario-based 

analysis. In a review for the Swiss Federal Commission for Nuclear, Biological and 

Chemical Protection and the Federal Office for Civil Protection, Kohler (2021) 

summarizes different forecasting techniques, and notes that “foresight can help to 

prioritize which areas would profit from more data collection and resilience.” 
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Factor relevant to climate 
risk  How can be addressed with IAMs? 

Displaced population, 
migration 

IAMs typically use population as a key assumption, and 
population change due to climate change and transition 
risks can be reflected to the model. Additionally, most IAMs 
allow users to choose a pathways or define a new pathways 
with different population and urbanization projections (Jiang 
and O’Neill 2017; Kc and Lutz 2017).   
 
IAMs covers several world regions depending on their 
complexity. Most IAMs have the flexibility to allow creation 
of a new region by disaggregating a combined area. Most 
IAMs also allow users to re-design a region to include 
detailed subnational representation. For instance, the 
GCAM-USA model was created to represent U.S. economic, 
energy, and water systems for 51 state-level regions (50 
states plus the District of Columbia) and to explore the 
impacts on subnational level (Binsted et al. 2022; Shi et al. 
2017). 

Food, agriculture, land use Land use is another essential input for IAMs to define land 
area and land type. Depending on the complexity of the 
model, land use can be modelled to understand the future 
changes in a specific land of a region for agriculture, water 
and energy use (Calvin et al. 2022). Furthermore, changes 
in agriculture sector and food security could be examined by 
IAMs to understand the impact of climate change and 
transition related security risks  (Edmonds et al. 2017; 
Hasegawa et al. 2020). 

Energy, infrastructure Energy is a broad and significant topic for national security 
as well as IAMs. Most IAMs include energy sectors demand-
supply representation including residential, industry, 
transport, agriculture, etc. When generally more broader 
energy related questions could be answered by using IAMs, 
the role of specific technologies (such as wind technology) 
(Eurek et al. 2017) or the impact of climate change and 
transition related security risks on a particular sectors (such 
as steel and cement) can be studied (Van Ruijven et al. 
2016).  

Natural resources  Natural resources are a core energy security concern of 
governments. IAMs are widely used models for developing 
scenarios of the future of resources including phasing out 
fossil fuels (Cui et al. 2022; Cui, Hultman, Cui, McJeon, Yu, 
Edwards, Sen, Song, Bowman, Clarke, et al. 2021; Muttitt et 
al. 2023), stranded assets (Mercure et al. 2018), renewable 
energy integration and low carbon transition (Fragkos et al. 
2021; Kumar 2016) , innovative technology substitution, 
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even the effect of shocks (such as Russia-Ukraine war) (Liu 
et al. 2023; Rudakov 2022). 

Water Water is a significant topic for national security as well as 
energy and food. Not only including residential and industrial 
usage in the models, but also modelling water resources in 
the energy context (hydro energy, hydrogen etc) gained 
importance to develop successful strategies and prioritize 
water use in case of scarcity   (Cui et al. 2018; Khan et al. 
2023). 

Climate transition policies To address climate change and its risks, several global, 
regional and sectoral strategies including different policy 
portfolios are studied since the Paris Agreement. IAMs are 
useful tools for decision makers to see the future impacts of 
policies, including understanding the synergies and trade-
offs between different policies in terms of national security,  
(Browning et al. 2023; Lam and Mercure 2021; Moreno et al. 
2023). 

 

To date IAMs have been used to examine the implications of climate change for energy 

security, with a particular focus on Europe. Guivarch and Monjon (2017), for example, find 

a nonlinear relationship between energy transition and energy security, and  also suggest 

low cost and wide availability of low carbon power generation technologies will rapidly 

reduce European reliance on the import of fuels for power generation while increasing the 

robustness of the energy system. In an assessment of the energy security implications of 

long-term climate scenarios for China, India, the European Union, and the United States, 

Jewell et al. (2014) compare results from six different IAMs and find climate policies lower 

energy trade globally and reduce energy related imports of major economies, suggesting 

there are energy security co-benefits from the introduction of more stringent policies. 

Related, McCollum et al. (2014) find across multiple IAMs that energy system resilience 

increases along with a reduction in oil imports as climate change mitigation policies 

increase in stringency. They also find, however, that energy efficiency policies are unlikely 

to improve energy independence, and that there may be an increased concentration in 
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regions exporting oil and gas as countries decarbonize, with negative implications for 

energy security.  

Taken together, these results suggest national security concerns associated with fossil 

fuel import dependence may fall in the long-run, however there are potential nonlinearities 

and complexities emerging from the substitution of coal for gas in the short to medium 

term, coupled with the potential for increased market concentration in fossil fuel markets. 

Supply chains in the energy sector will grow in complexity as the range of technologies 

used to supply energy services increase.  

IAMs can be used to assess how decarbonization trajectories affect the energy security 

risks faced by states in the Asia-Pacific region, including Australia. In the case of Australia 

and the Asia Pacific, the pace and direction of decarbonization will also have a substantial 

effect on the energy security related risks faced by governments. It is possible, for 

example, that if thermal coal rapidly exits power generation systems and is replaced buy 

gas, this will increase energy security risks for governments in the region. In addition, 

coal, gas, and oil will continue to be used as countries chart trajectories towards Net Zero, 

however the range of technologies that are available to support decarbonization are likely 

to influence the pace with which these fuels exit the market. Furthermore, regional 

governments will use increasing amounts of low carbon technologies to support broad 

electrification, as well as the decarbonization of their electricity systems, leading to 

greater complexity in supply chains used to support the provision of energy services to 

populations. Analysis of scenarios using IAMs could be used to support foresight analysis 

focused on how the strategic behaviour of states in the Indo-Pacific are likely to change in 

response to such shifts in the structure of supply chains supporting energy systems 

regionally. 

A second example is the implications of China's economic and military rise for the future 

trajectory of climate change regionally and globally. China is the largest global emitter of 

GHG emissions globally, and has committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2060, and 

peaking CO2 emissions by 2030. In addition to being a large emitter of greenhouse 

gases, China also dominates the supply chains for key technologies involved in the low 

carbon energy transition. The International Energy Agency, for example, records that 

China held 79% of the world's polysilicon production capacity in 2021, 97% of global 
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production capacity for solar wafer manufacturing, and 85% of so cell production. China 

also holds an important share of production for raw materials used in solar manufacturing 

(International Energy Agency 2022). Strategic competition between China and the United 

States has potential implications not only for climate policies, but also for the costs of kilo 

carbon technologies relative to more emissions intensive substitutes. The implications of 

restrictions on trade in low carbon technologies because of increased geostrategic 

competition thus has implications for the ability of the world to decarbonize. Assessing the 

implications of a more fragmented world for trade and investment in key low carbon 

technologies aligns with the capabilities of IAMs. 

5. Conclusion and Discussion 

IAMs are an important tool climate scientists used to assess the future impacts of climate 

change, and the impact of public policies - including but not limited to - those designed to 

transition to low carbon economies, on climate futures and other important factors such 

as the structure of energy supply and demand within countries, regionally, or globally. A 

benefit of IAMs is their ability to conduct “if-then” analysis, in which the effect of climate 

transition policies can be assessed in terms of their future implications for energy supply 

and demand using a robust quantitative framework. A second benefit of IAMs is the ability 

to address future uncertainty using scenario-based analyses.  

In the European and North American contexts, IAMs have been used to assess issues 

such as the energy security implications of low carbon energy transition. Yet their 

application to analysing future scenarios in the Asia Pacific related to national security 

issues is limited. IAMs thus represents a potentially useful tool for use in strategic 

foresight exercises, complementing other approaches such as the use of horizon 

scanning, trend analysis, the use of the Delphi method or expert surveys in forecasting, 

and other approaches (Kohler 2021). Carrying out assessments using IAMs requires an 

investment in human capital to enable capabilities development, including through 

working with the research sector. Understanding the future implications of climate 

change, and the effect of strategic issues such as the economic and military rise of China 

for the future of climate change mitigation in the Indo Pacific, warrants consideration of 

such an approach in order to inform long-term decision-making. 
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